
BLOODLINE

Asfour kept a watchful eye over the paddocks of 
Simeon Stud for 25 years.  He was always stan-
ding just under his tree where he could see the 

majority of the day to day comings and goings of the farm.  
He would always let us know when the mares were not 
behaving and express his displeasure when we would move 
his favorite mares.  

Marion first spotted the spindly colt in the paddock of Dr. 
Hans Nagel’s, Katharinenhof Stud.  He was just 3 months 
old but the most beautiful weanling she had ever seen. Ma-
rion knew he was the colt for her. Asfour was turned out 
in a paddock full of snow.  He flew over the snow hardly 
leaving a hoof print.  That is how he got his name.  Asfour 
in Arabic means” little bird”.  I was not there but I can only 
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imagine that Asfour knew he had Marion’s heart when he 
looked at her with his big black eyes.  

When Marion imported him to Australia he was met with 
much skepticism. 

He arrived as a yearling and was a bit small and gangly.  
Not many people had any faith in his ability to produce. 
Marion would just smile and nod her head, she knew. He 
matured into one of the world’s finest Arabian stallions.  

He was not perfect, all horses have their faults, but he was 
the perfect stallion for Simeon Stud. Marion had an in-
stinct to be able to select the perfect group of mares for him.  
The resulting foals grace not only Simeon pastures, but also 
the pastures of 6 Continents.  

15 of his daughters have been retained by Simeon.

 Asfour never lacked for expression.  His eyes were deep 
dark pools as big as saucers.  His ears were small and tip-
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py, almost too perfect. His muzzle was small and delicate 
molding perfectly into his dish. His skin was fine and very 
black. He was in perfect proportion.

He had something special, some special way of capturing 
your heart and your imagination.   

Asfour was never shown, there was no need.  Some stal-
lions just command your attention and respect when they 
walk up to you and   Asfour never walked anywhere.  He 
was always prancing.  Never uncontrolled, just the ani-
mation you expect from an Arabian stallion. His move-
ment was amazing.  Driving hocks that would almost hit 

his buttocks went perfectly with the extravagant lift and 
stretch of his front end.  He was educated for both saddle 
and harness.

The Asfour line is being well looked after by his son Simeon 
Shifran (Asfour x Simeon Shavit by Anaza Bay Shahh).  
Shifran is a better horse than his sire.  He stands on long 
straight legs that have just the right amount of bone.  A 
beautifully set neck extends from a well laid back shoulder 
to support his finely chiseled head.  He has Asfour’s big black 
eyes and small tippy ears. Shifran has produced beyond our 
expectation in his first two foal crops.  He has produced 7 
filiies and 1 colt so far with another 14 due in 2012.  q

Asfour
1984 grey, stallion  
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Simeon Sa-nur 
(Simeon Shifran x Simeon Shatkin)

Simeon Shifran (Asfour x Simeon Shavit) and his daughter 
Simeon Sa-nur (Simeon Shifran x Simeon Shatkin), 
who is double Asfour

Simeon Se, mare by Asfour
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Simeon Simona (Asfour x 27 Ibn Galal-5,  
Hungary)

Simeon Sepharad 
(Asfour x Simeon Saada) 

Simeon Sharav 
(Asfour x Simeon Shuala)
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Simeon Sehavi by Asfour 
dam Simeon Sheba

Seimeon Setavi, grandaughter of Asfour dam 
of Simeon Sharon

Simeon Saada by Asfour with an Asfour filly
Simeon Safir 
(Asfour x Simeon Safanad)
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Simeon Shalasl 
(Asfour x Simeon Safanad)

Simeon Salit 
(Asfour x Simeon Shavit)

Simeon Shiraz, 
Champion mare by Asfour
and Simeon Shuala


